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§ 1.

Introduction

In the theory of harmonic analysis on semisimple Lie groups, it is important
to consider the space <gp, 0<p^2, which is an Lp type subspace of the Schwartz
space ^ = #2, and one of the most important problems at present is to determine
the image of <£p by the Fourier transform. For example, if we consider the space
<&P(X) on a symmetric space X, then the image of <gp(X) is the space of holomorphic functions in the interior of a certain tube domain of a complex space
satisfying some boundedness conditions modulo representations of a compact
group (see M. Eguchi [1], Theorem 4.8.1). In the present paper we consider the
corresponding space to <&p for the motion groups.
Let K be a compact connected Lie group acting on a finite dimensional real
vector space V as a linear group. Let G be the semidirect product group of V
and K. We call this group the motion group. Let ft be the dual space of V and
ftc the complexification of ft We fix a K-invariant inner product ( , ) of V9 an
orthonormal basis of Fwith respect to this inner product and its dual basis. We
identify Fand ft with Rn by these bases. Let x = (xl5..., xπ) e V and ξ = (ξί9...9 ξn)
e ft, where n = dim V. We put |x|2 = (x, x). Then |x|2 = x? + + x2. We also
put |ξ|2 = £ 2 H-----μξ 2 . For any ε>0 we define the tube domain Fε by setting

F* = {ζ = { + iι,6 ft+ift = ftc \η\ g ε},
where i^-1)1/2. We denote by IntFε the interior of Fε. We put F°=IntF°
= ft Then Fε and IntP5 are K-invariant. Let ξ>=L2(K) be the Hubert space
of square integrable functions on K with respect to the normalized Haar measure
dk. Let B(§) be the Banach space of all bounded linear operators on §. For
β>0 we denote by &(Fε) the set of all B(§)-valued C°° functions T on ft which
satisfy the following conditions :
( i ) The function T extends holomorphically to Int Fε
(ϋ) for any ore AT", A 'eN and for any right invariant differential operators
y, y' on K
supζ6lntFe (1 + \ζ\2Y\\yDξT(ζ)y'\\ < oo,
where Dαζ = δ
(iii) for all fe 6 K and for all ζ 6 Int Fε
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